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3 of 3 review helpful A good novel No BS just an interest story By Chuck Cameron Marine Mustang PA This is an 
interesting novel written by a person who served in Vietnam with the Army I think it is well written and carries a good 
story line without bashing anyone like some books written by enlisted may bash senior SNO s and officers John wrote 
the book with respect for the senior enlisted and officers he served und In 1970 John Kowalski is one of many young 
naive teenage soldiers sent to Vietnam to fight in an unpopular war Dubbed Cherries by their more seasoned peers 
these newbies suddenly found themselves thrust into the middle of a terrible nightmare literally forced to become men 
overnight On the job training is intense however most of these teenagers were hardly ready to absorb the harsh mental 
emotional and physical stress of war nbsp When coming under e Cherries weds a matchless sense of dramatics with 
the ability to tell a marvelous story nbsp You have staged excellent realistic action with convincing effect nbsp 
Cherries has a compelling magnetic quality nbsp Manuscripts International As an avid 
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